Liquid Demography
The demographic trends shaping cleaning behaviors

Consumer cleaning habits are being shaped by rapid changes
in global demographics. To ensure they are able to keep pace
with the fast-evolving needs of modern consumers, detergent
manufacturers need to understand the trends driving
behaviors in emerging and existing markets.
Future forces
The world’s population is in a state of
unprecedented flux. The ebb and flow of
new demographic shifts is challenging
long-fixed patterns of consumer behavior
and redefining the future landscape for
global retail. We call this phenomena
Liquid Demography.
The headline trend is, of course,
population growth: by 2050 the UN
estimates the global population will
double, hitting 9.7bn. However, look
deeper and it is clear that the forces
shaping consumer needs are far more
complex, and often contradictory.
People are having fewer children
and living longer. A new middle class
is emerging as those in developing
economies clamour for a better life. And
wherever they are, space is at a premium
as the billions of new people gravitate to
cities where high-density, high-rise living
is becoming the new normal. This is

leading to an emerging consumer class
with less space, less time and heightened
expectations, who value experience
over ownership.
Only by understanding and anticipating
these dynamics can laundry detergent
manufacturers develop products and
solutions that genuinely reflect the
wants, needs and aspirations of a rapidly
changing consumer base. Here are the
five trends shaping the future:
1.	Emerging giants:
global population boom
By 2050, a population explosion in Africa
will see the number of people on the
continent more than double, while, in
contrast, Europe will see its population
fall. Double-digit population increases
are forecast for Asia, Latin and South
America and North America1 . The
shifting population will see the creation
of exciting new markets – and the
growth of existing ones – that detergent
manufacturers need to target.

Income per capita across the globe is on
the rise, according to the OECD. Today,
half of the world is middle class (3.8bn
people) – and according to World Data,
by 2030 this figure will have ballooned
to 5.3bn people. These new consumers
will be hungry to access the labor-saving,
cost effective, performance-delivering
innovations of the west.

The transition from hand washing to
automation in developing nations, and
the growth in washing machines at home
for the emerging middle classes will be
key laundry market drivers, according to
Grand View Research. In China alone, the
number of washing machines increased
7% between 2010 and 2015 – with huge
potential for further growth.

2.	The space race:
rapid urbanization
From Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, the
world’s growing population is gravitating
to cities – a trend that the World Bank
believes shows no signs of slowing.
Indeed, the UN forecasts that by 2050,
68% of the world’s population will live in
urban areas. The shift from the country
to the city and population growth will
see 2.5bn more people in our cities – with
90% of this growth seen in Asia.

of global greenhouse emissions, the
Global Environment Facility has found.
Population pressures in the future
will make delivering the fundamental
requirements of life – somewhere to live,
water and energy – a challenge faced by
all cities.

Building up, not out in high-density
mega cities, space-limited customers
prefer smaller packages, says Polaris
Market Research in its most recent
laundry market focus report. Efficiency
Today, cities occupy just 5% of the world’s is essential, with concentrated,
multifunctional, multiuse detergents that
total landmass but are the engines of
deliver performance in a small package
consumption, accounting for a massive
the goal.
70% of total energy and creating 70%

Cities find solutions, and the laundry
market is ripe for disruption. The sharing
economy – where outcome trumps
ownership – could be worth $335m
by 2025 according to PWC forecasts.
Driven by Millennials seeking hassle-free
convenience, as this new business model
becomes established your customers
tomorrow may be very different
from today.
3.	Looking east:
consumer power shifts
As the consumption of detergents in the
west peaks, detergent manufacturers
will be looking east for growth. The
OECD states that by 2030 Asia will

represent 66% of the global middle-class
population and 59% of middle-class
consumption, compared to 28% and 23%
in 2009.
Economies such as China are shifting
from an investments model to a
consumer model as the emerging
middle class seek what the World
Economic Forum terms “lifestyle add-ons
commensurate with their class.” Opening
markets and increasing disposable
incomes are fuelling a combined annual
growth rate of 5.3% in the APAC region,
outperforming stagnating markets
in Europe and the USA, says Grand
View Research.

The challenge, then, is understanding
the global shift of power and developing
culturally specific solutions that reflect
the lifestyles, choices and behaviors of
customers in target markets.

independence and can help to reduce
what the World Health Organisation
(WHO) describes as “functional decay”
associated with aging.

4.	The long game:
independent living
Medical improvements and healthier
lifestyles are helping people to live
longer. By 2030 the UN forecasts that
there will be more people aged over
60 than aged under-10. By 2050, older
people will outnumber adolescents and
young adults (aged 10 – 24).

5.	Evolving values:
de-nuclear family
In the West, the concept of a ‘traditional
family’ is dying out as accepted
definitions of what a family is change.
In an industry previously dominated by
the stereotype of the ‘domestic goddess’,
detergent brands need to refocus
around emerging domestic values
and behaviors.

Smarter, connected laundry devices and
concentrated, single dose detergents
can reduce the strain of laundry,
helping older people live better lives for
longer. The ability to complete simple
domestic tasks like laundry increases

Same sex marriage is legal in 25
countries in the world according to the
Council on Foreign Relations, a number
that’s only likely to increase as attitudes
change. Single-person households are on
the rise, with the European Commission

noting significant increases. And in the
USA and Europe, women are increasingly
becoming the main breadwinners – with
a new breed of stay-at-home dads happy
to raise the children.
To stay relevant, manufacturers need
to develop brands and products that
represent the lifestyles their customers
actually live – and appeal to those who
make the purchasing decision.

For more information:
Please visit our website biosciences.dupont.com, or reach out to us at
the location closest to you. To find the right number to contact us on, see
biosciences.dupont.com/contact/locations/

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/
industries/financial-services/projectblue/
demographic-change.html
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